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Reading Workshop



Passing the Tradition Down



Setting Your Own Goals

� What does reading time look like in your home?
¡ When you read with your child, who does most of the talking?
¡ Do you read in the morning, before bedtime, in the car?

� How often do you read with your child?
¡ Once a week, twice a week, almost every day?

� What problems come up when you read together?
¡ What changes would you like to make to your current reading 

practices?
� Over the next several weeks, we will help you make 

shared reading time a more regular and pleasant part of 
your day



A Simple View of Reading
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Our Plan 

Weeks 
1-2

Focus on 
Listening 

Comprehension 
Skills

Strategies to 
build vocabulary, 

general 
knowledge, and 
comprehension

Weeks 
3-4

Bridge between 
oral and written 

language

Strategies to help 
your child 

perceive and 
manipulate 

sounds

Weeks 
5-6

Focus on 
Decoding Skills

Strategies to help 
your child focus 
on print and its 

meaning



When? & Where? 



Today’s Plan

� Introduction to �Shared Book Reading�
� Basics of Dialogic Reading 

¡ PEER and CROWD

� �Hear and Say Reading with Toddlers�
� Practicing Dialogic Reading 
� Group Activity 
� Questions



What is �Shared Reading?�

� An interactive activity that involves the active 
participation of both you and your child
¡ Parent-directed reading: you do the reading and ask your 

child questions
¡ Child-directed reading: your child tells you the story, either 

from memory, by narrating the illustrations, or by sounding 
out words

¡ Joint book reading: you mix these two approaches

� Children build many more skills from being exposed 
to each of these approaches than from just hearing 
books read to them



What is �Shared Reading?�

� Thinking about what your child knows and how you 
can help him acquire new knowledge

� Guiding your child through reading experiences and 
praising his efforts 

� Tailoring reading to your child�s age and skill level 
to:
¡ maximize learning and fun 
¡ minimize frustration 



Important Features of Shared Reading

• Scaffolding Your Child’s Reading
• Provide support in order to motivate, simplify, provide 

direction, and model strategies

• Being conscious of your child’s ability level
• Small changes go a long way

• Praising Your Child
• Be specific
• Highlight effort



Different Shared Reading Styles

Parent-Directed Reading Child-Directed Reading Joint-Shared Reading

Parent reads story to child 
without interruption

Child tells story to parent, 
relying on imagination and 
text/picture clues

Parent and child take turns 
�reading� pages of the story, 
using whatever imaginative or 
literacy skills are appropriate

Parent reads story to child, 
pausing to ask questions about 
the content of the page

Child reads story to parent with 
some degree of fluency, 
occasionally substituting some 
words for others

Parent takes the lead asking the 
child to supply a word or idea, 
or allowing the child to take 
over telling the story 

Parent reads story to child, 
pausing to ask wh-questions, 
open-ended questions, and 
distancing questions

Child fluently reads story to 
parent

Child takes the lead in reading 
the story, and parent scaffolds as 
appropriate 



What Do Children Gain Through Shared Reading?

� Learn how to hold a book and turn its pages
� Begin to experiment with �reading� the story from 

memory or by adding her own embellishments  
� Identify letters and words more quickly
� Build their vocabularies
� Acquire language and literacy skills
� Identify themselves as readers and take pride in 

reading 



Dialogic Reading

� In Dialogic Reading (DR):
¡ The child becomes the storyteller
¡ The adult becomes the listener, the questioner, and the 

audience

� Your questions and comments will help your child 
develop stronger language skills



How It Works

� To start a conversation based on the story, use the 
PEER approach
¡ P: Prompt your child to talk about the book
¡ E: Evaluate your child�s response
¡ E: Expand on your child�s response by reframing it or adding     

information
¡ R: Repeat to make sure she understands

� You can use the PEER approach before you even 
begin reading, and after a page or new idea



5 Types of Questions - CROWD

¡ C: Completion questions: ask your child to finish a sentence by filling 
in the blanks

¡ R: Recall questions: ask your child to share details from the book  
that will demonstrate she understood the plot and kept track of   
the sequence of events

¡ O: Open-ended questions: ask questions that your child can�t answer 
with a single word, because it will lead to richer conversations

¡ W: �Wh� questions: use the words who, what, when, where, why to 
teach your child new vocabulary words and focus on details of 

the    
story

¡ D: Distancing questions: ask questions to help your child make 
connections between the story that you read and her own life



Here’s What It Looks like



Remember…

Do: Try Not To:
Let your child take the lead! Read without your child�s 

participation

Use �wh� questions Ask pointed or yes/no 
questions throughout the 
story

Praise and repeat your 
child’s questions

Criticize your child 
throughout shared reading 
time



How Do I Practice Dialogic Reading with
My Child?

� Pick a good time to read with your child at a leisurely 
rate to practice these new skills
¡ Not 5 minutes before bedtime

� Start off by looking at the cover of the book together, 
reading the title, and asking your child what she 
thinks is going to happen in this book

� Try to ask one question on each page of the book, but 
don’t be afraid to pick up or slow down the pace 
depending on your child’s mood


